Introduction

Coordinate measuring machine – a device for measuring the geometric characteristics of the object. In this article, two types of CMM will be considered:
- Articulated arm type [1];
- Laser range finders with volumetric scanning (Laser Tracker) [2].

The indispensable requirements for measuring machines are the accuracy and speed of measurements, adaptability to the conditions of real production, ease of training of personnel and operation of the CMM.

Mobile coordinate measuring machines, in contrast to stationary and portal CMM, have universal capabilities, autonomy, ease of operation and training to work with them.

We consider the capabilities of a hand-type CMM using the example of a mobile coordinate-measuring complex with a contact FARO Edge Scan Arm 2.7 m laser probe (manufactured by FARO Technologies Inc, Switzerland).

Coordinate-measuring complex FARO is a universal means of controlling linear dimensions, relative position and shape of products. The principle of operation consists in measuring the movements of the probe with respect to the measured part in a given coordinate system. A hand CMM is installed either next to the product to be controlled, or directly onto it, if the design of the product allows. Using the computer, FARO automatically conducts:
- coordination of machine bases and parts;
- touch point compensation for the probe;
- processing of measurement results (error, tolerance);
- calculation of the error of an individual measurement.

Defined characteristics: diameters, mutual arrangement of holes, deviations, angles, linear and positional dimensions.

Specifications:
- measuring range – 2.7 m;
- repeatability of a point – 29 microns;
- linear measurement error – 41 microns;

The possibilities of a laser tracker will be considered on the example of a portable coordinate measuring machine FARO Laser Tracker Vantage E (manufactured by "FARO Technologies Inc.", Switzerland)
FARO Laser Vantage E is a unique mobile coordinate measuring machine that allows you to perform extremely accurate measurements, optimize production processes and implement measurement solutions more quickly, simply and accurately than ever before.

Vantage E is the most accurate laser tracker available to solve measurement problems, in which the angular error of the device is the dominant component of the error. The device is very functional, has a significant measuring range (range up to 25 meters), low weight up to 13.4 kg.

Benefits:
- mobility
- autonomous battery life
- wireless connection
- measurements of large objects up to 50 m from one placement
- high accuracy of measurements from 9 microns
- compensation of the error from weather conditions (built-in weather station)

We use PowerINSPECT as software. Power INSPECT has successfully implemented sophisticated calculation algorithms that make it easy to take measurements, process data and create reports. The advantages of this software:

**Combination of 3D data**

In PowerINSPECT, methods for combining 3D data are implemented for both prismatic parts and surfaces of arbitrary shape. When combined with a CAD-model, it is possible to bind to surfaces, faces and vertices in any of their combinations. If the measured part
does not contain elements for precise basing, PowerINSPECT allows you to perform the combination using various fit strategies.

**Clear graphic presentation of information**

The immediate display of the calculated errors and deviations directly on the theoretical 3D model in the form of intuitive text-color schemes allows the user to perform measurements in an interactive mode. Measurement results are documented in the form of automatically generated reports that are understandable to technicians who do not have special knowledge in metrology.

**Automatic report generation**

An automatic report containing all the necessary information about the measurements taken is instantly generated with a single mouse click. The user can indicate any possible problems with additional graphic and text comments.

**Customizable scripts and algorithms**

PowerINSPECT allows you to create custom scripts to perform specific actions and customize the algorithm of the program. For example, a CAD system may itself interrupt the sequence of measurements when the specified error is exceeded or automatically generate a report after successful completion of all measurements.

**Control of cross-section accuracy**

Control programs for non-destructive control of the cross-section of the part are generated automatically based on the CAD model and the selected section plane. The interactive PowerINSPECT user interface makes it easy to define the boundaries of a desired section of the cross section.

**Creating reports**

PowerINSPECT allows you to quickly create readable, detailed reports containing all the necessary information about the measurements taken. The measurements can be almost instantly documented with one click of the mouse in the form of a short summary or detailed report consisting of text, tables and explanatory images.

**Creating reports with one click**

Any PowerINSPECT CAI system window with the image of an 3D model with an error coding color scheme can be formatted and documented in one report form. This is the fastest way to attract attention to problem areas of the product.

**Quick analysis of measurement results**

The display of measurement results using intuitive color coding schemes allows you to instantly make evaluation conclusions.

**Automatic creation of tags with comments**

To improve ease of use and clarity of perception of measurement results, the CAI system automatically creates and distributes tags with comments on the program window. If necessary, labels can be placed in the most critical places manually.
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**Customizable report templates**

PowerINSPECT allows you to customize the template of the generated reports in accordance with the requirements of users. The template may include information about the customer’s company and its logo. The default template is further automatically used by the CAI system when generating reports.

The main advantage of FARO coordinate measuring machines compared to traditional ones is their mobility. All equipment is packed in special cases that have wheels and is easily transported to the place of control. All measurements are made in real time, i.e. the user immediately sees on the computer screen both a virtual image of the measured element and its geometric characteristics.

For increased mobility, we recommend using a laptop. Thanks to special temperature sensors, the FARO coordinate measuring machine monitors the ambient temperature in real time and amends the measurement result. This allows the equipment to be used in harsh workshop conditions. The equipment can be installed both near the product and on it. For this special magnetic and vacuum plates, massive and mobile tripods are used.

The accuracy of coordinate measuring machines (CMM) depends on the temperature conditions of the environment in which the machine operates. Temperature fluctuations, acting on the scale, the structural elements of the machine and the measured objects, cause their expansion, contraction and, in some cases, non-linear distortions. Although the distortions caused by thermal fluctuations are compensated in one way or another, they can lead to significant measurement uncertainty, especially in the case of measurements in workshops where it is difficult to control the temperature. In the context of the continuous trend of transferring measurement control tasks from temperature controlled metrology laboratories to plant premises, understanding how temperature affects the accuracy of a CMM becomes more important than ever before.

**Conclusion**

The use of CMM in conjunction with the CAI-system makes it possible to control the geometrical parameters of the product at all stages of manufac-
turing, which will improve the quality of manufactured products. It also gives the opportunity to check the tooling for compliance with design documentation.
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